KÄNGABOX®
Staying hot, cold and stable for longer.

®

KÄNGABOX®
The coolest invention
since thermo boxes.
With more than ten years of experience in the manufacture of thermo
boxes, FEURER is now launching a new generation of products: the
KÄNGABOX® is the safe and convenient solution for transporting and
insulating food. Manufactured from durable EPP (expanded polypropylene)
foam, the KÄNGABOX® is not only temperature-resistant but also
ultra-light, extremely stable and easy to handle.
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The versatile KÄNGABOX® range offers intelligent solutions for the
restaurant trade, food retailing and catering and as individual customised
products on request. What’s more, the practical recreational boxes are
true lifestyle products which are ideal for shopping, camping and picnics.
Attractive design coupled with many years of material expertise and
quality made in Germany – the KÄNGABOX® is in a class of its own. No
wonder considering that product development, manufacture and sale
is all from a single source at KÄNGABOX®.
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KÄNGABOX_Reliability

Staying hot, cold and stable for longer.
Only 1 °C to 3 °C temperature loss per hour.
Robust and impact-absorbing – the
KÄNGABOX® is particularly durable and
offers contents optimum protection.

Reliably maintains temperatures:
you can rely on the high insulation
quality offered by KÄNGABOX®.
.
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Ideal for keeping food hot or cold
The KÄNGABOX® has excellent insulating features
within a temperature range of ice-cold -40 °C to
boiling-hot +120 °C. Measurements verify the very
high temperature resistance offered by KÄNGABOX®
when it comes to keeping food hot or cold.

The mean loss or raise of temperature will be
between 1 °C to 3 °C per hour, provided that the
KÄNGABOX® is duly filled.

Capable of taking a lot of abuse
Ultra-lightweight yet extremely robust: thanks to the
high material density and strength offered by EPP,
the KÄNGABOX® displays a stable design as well as
being impact-absorbent. Providing optimum protection for sensitive contents. Without any seams or
glued points, manufactured from a single piece, the

KÄNGABOX® is extremely sturdy so heavy loads do
not pose a problem. And thanks to its resistant
surface, the KÄNGABOX® still looks like new even
after frequent use – no dents or scratches.

KÄNGABOX_Advantages

A high-riser true to its word:
the KÄNGABOX® stacking system.

Our thermo boxes are green.
100% recyclable thanks to EPP.

A perfect fit: KÄNGABOX® lids and bases
are perfectly co-ordinated offering a high
degree of stability when stacking.

Free of pollutants and CFCs, versatile applications and recyclable: when it comes to
environmental friendliness, the KÄNGABOX®
is a real all-rounder.
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Save stacks of space
Lots of goods to be transported but only minimum
space available? No problem for the KÄNGABOX®
– after all, the intelligent stacking system ensures
space-saving and safe transport. The bases and lids
are designed so as to be perfectly co-ordinated. This
also prevents the boxes from sliding while the

robust material ensures maximum stability when
stacking. Clever: some KÄNGABOX® models can
even be stacked without lids – simply by stacking
boxes on top of each other to save even more space.

Protects its contents and the environment
The entire KÄNGABOX® range is manufactured from
expanded polypropylene (EPP). EPP is not only stable and temperature-resistant; it is also gentle on
the environment. And this starts as early as during
the energy-saving manufacturing process: hot
steam and overpressure are all that are required to

transform loose plastic pearls into high-quality
moulded EPP parts. And because EPP is very robust
and durable, the KÄNGABOX® has a very long service life. Yet another advantage: EPP is recyclable as
well as being free of CFCs and pollutants.

KÄNGABOX_Material

The KÄNGABOX® has a lot to offer. And even more on top.
High impermeability and tightly-closing lids.

For those who like to take it easy.
Easy handling. Easy care.

Perfectly-closing lids and food-safe material mean
that the KÄNGABOX® is ideal for supporting cold
chains to HACCP standards.

The KÄNGABOX® offers easy
handling as standard: it is not
only easy to carry but also easy
to clean.

Ergonomic and hygienic
The KÄNGABOX® is easy and safe to handle. Thanks
to its ultra lightweight and ergonomically-shaped,
non-slip handles, for example. Practical: the recreational boxes feature stable carry straps enabling

easy transport when shopping or on excursions.
Easy to transport and easy to clean: dishwashersafe to 80 °C and easy to clean, the KÄNGABOX®
is readily available for its next application.
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Smooth inside
Can be cleaned easily and properly. With the special
production methods the inside appears like a slightly
shiny, regular surface appearing like a foil coating.

With it the KÄNGABOX® Professional is not only a
hygienic but also a transport solution which is smelland taste-neutral.

KÄNGABOX_Product variety

As individual as your business.
Customised KÄNGABOX® production.

The fastest route to the KÄNGABOX®.
No intermediaries. No waiting periods.

Discover the entire range at a click
of the mouse and order online:
in the KÄNGABOX® Web shop.

With advertising imprint, corporate colour
or special format: the KÄNGABOX® can
be designed entirely individually.
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The right KÄNGABOX® for any application
Whether in Gastronorm or 60×40 format – the
extensive KÄNGABOX® range fully covers standard
applications for the catering and food trade. But
those looking for individual solutions make the
right choice by opting for KÄNGABOX®: plain or

multi-coloured company logos and advertising
imprints, special formats and colours – there are
no limits to the individual KANGABOX® designs and
adaptations.

Direct information and convenient order process
Front loaders for catering, delivery boxes for pizza
services or shopping boxes for private households
– the KÄNGABOX® Web shop has exactly the right
KÄNGABOX® for everyone. Without any intermediaries and offering full price transparency, the Web
shop provides a swift and comprehensive overview

of the entire range including selection of colours,
product variants, accessories and special offers.
Thanks to easy click-to-order and fast delivery
services, your KÄNGABOX® is soon available for its
first application.
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